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The lifelong Onkyo pursuit of audio purity shines with the E700M. 

O�ering greater-than-CD sound quality, high resolution audio 

files that reveal subtle details in your music. Designed for 

optimal comfort and mobility, E700M headphones bring you an 

outstanding listening experience no matter where you are. 

Supports High Resolution Audio

Semi-closed acoustic architecture with custom designed Φ13.5mm high 
power driver

Sturdy aluminium housing provides a rigid metal cabinet to eliminate 
unwanted vibrations

Twisted tangle-free cable with high quality in-line control

Feature highlights

Pure Sound. Since 1946. 
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E700M in-ear headphones with microphone

E700MB/00; 6925970750905

E700MB/11; 6925970750912

E700MB/27: 889446100457

Φ13.5mm high power driver

Semi-closed

6Hz - 40kHz

108dB/mW

32ohms

1.2m long twisted cable

In-line

3 pairs (Small, Medium, Large)
1 pair Comply™ foam tips
Carrying pouch

132 x 225 x 44mm

18g

247g

Specifications

High Resolution Audio 

Hear new depth with High Resolution Audio. Sampled at a higher bit depth and 
sampling rate than CDs, High Resolution Audio reproduces wider frequencies 
and to help you hear more of your music. E700M headphones optimized for 
High Resolution Audio will play back these files without degradation, 
guaranteeing a crisp, detailed and flawless listening experience.

Pure precision

The Onkyo sound signature is clean, clear and precise.  The E700M’s 13.5mm 
high power driver is fine-tuned to bring out crisp details and subtle nuances in 
your music. To maintain audio purity, the headphone housing has been built to 
eliminate unwanted vibrations. Engineered for precision and performance.

Comfort and craftsmanship

With a sturdy yet lightweight aluminium housing, E700M headphones are 
designed for long wearing comfort and durability. Comply™ foam tips and 
ergonomically shaped silicone caps in 3 sizes ensure an optimal custom fit, 
while providing superior noise isolation. The twisted tangle-free cable and 
in-line remote and mic provide easy, hassle-free handling. 
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